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LA PALOMA – LUXURY HOLIDAY RENTAL, BARBADOS

Saint James, Barbados

5 BEDS | 5 BATHS | SLEEPS UP TO 10 GUESTS | 5 NIGHT MINIMUMPRICE LISTED IS PER

NIGHTHome on the Platinum coast of Barbados, La Paloma sits right on the beach taking advantage of

exceptional ocean views. This two storey holiday rental offers a rejuvenating stay in relaxed luxury and is

designed with authentic touches of traditional Barbadian homes.On the upper level there are four

bedrooms, the family dining room and a modern kitchen. The bedrooms consists of a master king size suite

and three twin bedrooms that can be converted to king bedrooms. All bedrooms are air-conditioned with

ceiling fans and ensuite bathrooms. Wooden flooring and furniture add warmth to the spaces. An ocean

facing patio is the ideal place to watch a spectacular sunset after a relaxing soak in the giant master tub.

The dining room with its hardwood floors, colonial style furniture and direct ocean views is simply

gorgeous. If you are comfortable in the kitchen, it’s well equipped and perfect for an intimate

breakfast.Downstairs is the fifth bedroom with a king sized bed and spacious living area. The bedroom

looks directly onto the garden and offers ease of access to the pool and privacy. The living area offers a

pool table, day beds and also leads directly to the gardens and beautiful ocean views.This Barbados

vacation rental makes outdoor relaxation easy. There is a covered patio with loungers and a table for a light

lunch. The splash pool can be your favourite spot or there is direct beach access to the calm waters of the

Caribbean Sea with water sports and snorkeling if preferred. La Paloma is close to supermarkets, nightlife

and shopping. It’s truly an authentic home away from home, perfect for large groups, families and beach

lovers.TO CONFIRM AVAILABILTY & PRICE, PLEASE CONTACT US BELOW WITH YOUR

TRAVEL DATES.* Property ID: 50295* Price: Start From USD$1,150/Per Night* Bedrooms: 5*

Bathrooms: 5* Property Status: HOLIDAY RENTAL* Air Conditioning* Beachfront* Ceiling Fans*

Communal Pool* Dryer* Housekeeping* Internet access* Media Room* On site security* Outdoor Shower

More Information

External Link: External Link: 
Link

Rental Rates



Summer Rates:  $1,150 US /night 

Yes Name: NVEST EstatesTelephone: +1 (246) 2893078

Make Enquiry

Property Type:  House

Bedrooms:  5

Bathrooms:  5

Listed:  22 Feb 2024
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